


Apolis (a-pöl-is) means “global citizen.”
We are a socially motivated lifestyle brand that

empowers communities worldwide.



WHY IS THIS�SUCCES3FUL?�
Yes, we have sold over over 565,000 market bags and 
the fashion model Gisele Bündchen has generously 
been helpful on getting the bag in front of a lot of 
people. But the real reason for our success for this 
product is that tourists can get the same Michael Kors 
product at their local mall as they can get at any city 
they travel to, making retail really sterile and 
extremely competitive. Shoppers obviously want 
beautifully designed items at a good value, but most of 
all shoppers want some form of personalization to 
make them feel like their shopping experience was 
worth getting into a car, finding a parking spot, and 
scavenging through a store to find the item they want. 
Shopping online is too easy and there are few things 
that really engage shoppers to buy now in-store, rather 
than wait and see if they can get a better deal online 
later.
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“!e label’s Market Bag is the new must-have accessory for 
grocery shopping celebs like Gisele Bündchen and pretty 

much every fashion blogger on your Pinterest page.”



YOUR CITY MARKET BAG
Personalizing our market bag to the respective 
neighborhood or city and providing smart local 
distribution within respective trades (ie: boutique, 
hotel, restaurant), has been key to creating a sense 
of urgency and impulse shopping. !e bags are not 
available in other locations to "nd a better price, all 
locations sell the bag at a minimum of $68 USD, a 
few specialty accounts mark the bag up quite a bit 
more. !e bags have become a souvenir to represent 
recent travels or a symbol of local pride. !ere 
are over 500 independent specialty stores (ie: Ron 
Herman), hotels (ie: Four Seasons, Montage, Ritz 
Carlton) and food & beverage marketplaces (ie: 
Farm Shop) across 12 countries that have their own 
local neighborhood Market Bag and each location 
sells on average 45 bags every month.
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YOUR BAG BREAKS A POVERTY CYCLE
!e mothers who handcraft your bag receive Fair Trade 
wages, annual pro"t dividends, and a retirement fund.

“Over the last three years the Apolis market bag has 
directly impacted the lives of countless women.”



Monowara recently retired, 
and her retirement fund has 
enabled her to purchase land 
and begun building a new 
home. She’s also been able get 
her husband a tricycle van so 
he can earn regular income.



YOUR LONG-
LASTING 
EVERYDAY BAG
Your guests want a product of 
enduring quality, so this bag is 
made to last – it’s strong enough to 
hold at least 135 pounds, and has 
a waterproof interior that’s easy to 
wipe clean.
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ANATOMY BEHIND YOUR BAG



VISUAL TIPS FOR YOUR BAG
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 YOUR CUSTOMIZATION INSPIRATION
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806  EAST  3RD  STREET

LOS  ANGELES ,  CA  90013  USA

+1 .213 .613 .9626


